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PARCO BACKED BENCH
Broberg & Ridderstråle

The Parco outdoor furniture group is a favourite of landscape architects. In addition
to the rectangular table, round table, sleek bench and swivel armchair, a backed
bench has now been included in the group. Like the other designs in the group, the
backed bench mounts directly to the ground to provide a permanent fixture in the
landscape, public spaces or private courtyards. The backed bench can be ordered
on its own or mixed and matched with the other designs in the group to create
customised seating arrangements.
Mått

Length: 161 cm
Height: 77 cm
Seat height: 45 cm
Weight: 32 kg

Produktnummer

Ö19-26 Parco backed bench

Montering

Simple assembly is required with the four M10 x 16
bolts provided.

Varianter

Available in clear-lacquered pine or oiled FSCcertified Jatoba wood. A choice of standard colours is
available.

Material

This backed bench is made in clear-lacquered pine
or oiled FSC-certified Jatoba wood. All metal parts
are made from zinc-electroplated, gold-chromed,
powder-coated steel available in choice of standard
colours dark green RAL 6015 or red RAL 2001. The
wood can be coloured in NCS S 8005-G50Y or NCS
S 2070-Y70R. Other finishes are available at an
extra cost. The seating supports, crossbar and base
plate are made in laser-cut sheet steel.
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Ange efter produktnummer

A = for armrest
M = Provided with legs extended 40 cm for casting in
concrete
N = Provided with base that bolts to the ground
GG = Steel powder-coated dark green RAL 6015
with wood painted NCS S 8005-G50Y
RR = Steel powder-coated red RAL 2001 with wood
NCS S 2070-Y70R
VJ = Steel powder-coated silver Gris 150 Sablé with
Jatoba wood

Fastsättning

The legs can be extended for casting in concrete 40
cm beneath the surface or for bolting into the ground.
The bolt-holes have a diameter of 13 mm for a M12
bolt.

Underhåll

Scratches can be repainted with alkyd oil enamel.
Wood should be oiled regularly.

Karaktär

The Parco backed bench mounts directly to the
ground to provide a permanent fixture in the
landscape, public spaces or private courtyards. It can
be ordered on its own or mixed and matched with the
other designs in the Parco furiture group.
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